A spin fractionalizes into matter and gauge fermions in Kitaev's spin liquid on the honeycomb lattice. This follows from a Jordan-Wigner mapping to fermions, allowing for the construction of minimal entropy ground state wavefunction on the cylinder. We use this to calculate the entanglement entropy by choosing several distinct partitionings. First, by partitioning an infinite cylinder into two, the − ln 2 topological entanglement entropy is reconfirmed. Second, the reduced density matrix of the gauge sector on the full cylinder is obtained after tracing out the matter degrees of freedom. This allows for evaluating the gauge entanglement Hamiltonian, which contains infinitely long range correlations along the symmetry axis of the cylinder. The matter-gauge entanglement entropy is (Ny − 1) ln 2 with Ny the circumference of the cylinder. Third, the rules for calculating the gauge sector entanglement of any partition are determined. Rather small correctly chosen gauge partitions can still account for the topological entanglement entropy in spite of long-range correlations in the gauge entanglement Hamiltonian.
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I. INTRODUCTION.
Fractionalization is a ubiquitous phenomenon in a variety of systems, when strong correlation and quantum fluctuations, usually with a healthy dose of frustration, give way to exotic states of matter. The best known instances include spin-charge separation in Luttinger liquids 1 , fractional quantum Hall states 2 spin ice materials 3 , spin liquids 4 , just to mention a few. Their elementary excitation cannot be constructed as simple combinations of its elementary constituents. Parallel to these developments, topological states of matter enjoy a great deal of interest due to their potential in faulttolerant quantum computation 5 . These are usually characterized by non-local, topological order, unlike conventional phases of matter such as e.g. ferromagnets. Their robust topological degeneracy and possibly non-abelian statistics make them ideal systems to realize quantum computers protected from environmental noise.
The peculiar interplay of fractionalization and topological order is beautifully demonstrated in Kitaev's spin liquid on the honeycomb lattice 6 . This system of interacting spins, introduced in Eq. (1), does not order down to zero temperature, with the spin pair correlations are identically zero beyond nearest neighbor separation 7, 8 . This stems from the fact that a spin fractionalizes into matter and gauge degrees of freedom and has a description involving a matter sector coupled to a Z 2 gauge field, the latter being also responsible for the topological order.
Topological order is notoriously difficult to detect not only experimentally 9,10 but also theoretically due to the lack of local order parameter. Often it is easier to detect in terms of what is absent, rather than what is present. To circumvent this problem, the entanglement entropy of topologically ordered phases has been shown to contain a topological contribution [11] [12] [13] , which is uniquely sensitive to the underlying topological structure. This can be separated from the more conventional entanglement contributions 14 by carefully partitioning the system so that these are subtracted off.
Here we investigate the question that to what extent only one constituent of a fractionalized topological system reflects the existence of topological order. For that reason, we study Kitaev's honeycomb model on a cylinder, which is the "closest" geometry to a torus and has recently been investigated extensively to address the physics of the topological entanglement entropy 15, 16 . In particular, what is the entanglement entropy between gauge and matter fermions on a cylinder with open edges? What is the entanglement spectrum of the gauge field over the whole cylinder? How is this related to the spectrum of the parent Hamiltonian? Can only one (i.e. the gauge) sector account for the topological entanglement entropy?
This we investigate by tracing out the matter degrees of freedom from the ground state density matrix, thus constructing the reduced density matrix for the gauge degrees of freedom. In an analogous case, one dimensional fermions fractionalize into spin and charge degrees of freedom, which, in the absence of spin-orbit coupling, are decoupled. For the Kitaev model, since the ground state lives in the zero flux sector 6 , it is tempting to think that all this involves is a unique static gauge configurations, therefore the gauge and matter fermions are completely disentangled. In addition, while much is known about the matter field entanglement properties of Kitaev's honeycomb lattice [17] [18] [19] , the gauge field contribution has received significantly less attention. We also fill this gap and elaborate on the topological and non-topological entanglement entropy solely from the gauge sector. 
II. KITAEV'S HONEYCOMB MODEL
The Hamiltonian is defined on the honeycomb lattice, similarly to graphene, as
where γ = (x, y, z) stands for the three type of bonds, connecting sites i and j, as explained and visualized in Fig. 1 , where the topologically equivalent brick wall lattice is used. The very same lattice geometry has been used also to identify topological order for the Haldane model with hardcore bosons 20 . Instead of using the Majorana fermion representation of the spins 6 which leads unphysical states in the Hilbert space requiring a projection operation, we employ a Jordan-Wigner transformation 21 without redundant degrees of freedom. This is given by
where j < i is taken from the particular ordering of the spins, moving from left to right, bottom to top, see Fig.  1 . The j<i σ z j expression is referred to as the JordanWigner string. Following Ref. 21 , we introduce Majorana fermions on the two sublattices of the brick wall lattice, denoted by f illed circles and emtpy squares, as
A e = (c − c
and A 2 e,f = B 2 e,f = 1. After some algebraic manipulation, the Hamiltonian becomes
where α r = iB f B e along a z-bond is a conserved quantity with r the location of the z-bond. It contains one Majorana fermion from each end of the bond, and represent the gauge degrees of freedom, while the A Majorana fermions, which hop around the honeycomb lattice, correspond to the matter sector. A physical spin fractionalizes into these two sectors, as follows from Eqs. (2) and (3). The gauge field, α r is hermitian and α 2 r = 1, thus its eigenvalues are ±1, hence the name Z 2 spin liquid. For the Kitaev Hamiltonian, the flux per plaquette is a conserved quantity, defined by
where γ j = (x, y, z) corresponds to the bond from site j that is not part of the loop around a 6 site plaquette. After a Jordan-Wigner transformation, it reduces to the product of the two α r operators in a give plaquette. The matter fermion spectrum is gapless and possesses a linearly dispersing 2D Dirac cone whenever the sum of any two couplings, J x,y,z is bigger than the third. Otherwise, the system is gapped.
We consider a brick wall lattice on a cylinder, i.e. with periodic boundary conditions in one direction, as shown in Fig. 1 . The number of rows, N y , in this direction is thus even. For simplicity, we fix the number of spins in the horizontal direction, N x , to be odd. There are N y N x spins in the system with N x N y /2 z-bonds, while the number of plaquettes is (N x −2)N y /2. Thus, after fixing the flux sector of the model by defining a flux for each hexagon, we end up with N x N y /2 − (N x − 2)N y /2 = N y conserved α r operators, whose value can be chosen freely without altering the overall flux configuration. Therefore, on a cylinder, there are 2
Ny distinct wavefunctions corresponding to a given flux configuration. Let us stress that other orientations of the Jordan-Wigner string and other ordering of the spins is also possible 22 , but for the sake of simplicity, we pick this most transparent configuration. It has no accidental Majorana zero modes from its boundary or dangling Majoranas 23 .
III. GROUND STATE SECTOR
The ground state of the system lies in the zero flux sector 6, 24 for large N y (for e.g. N y = 2, the ground state of the system of a π-flux phase on a two-leg ladder 25 ). In the zero flux sector on the cylinder, all z-bonds along a given row should be identically 1 or −1, as visualized in 2 , but one has the freedom to choose between these two configurations. By taking the product of the values of the row-ending z-bonds along the circumference or N y direction is again a constant of motion and corresponds to a Wilson-loop operator 22 as
the loop winds around the cylinder, the definition of W l parallels the plaquette operator and γ j denotes the bond that is not part of the loop at site j. From Ref. 6 , it equals the product of gauge variables, α r , along the loop as W l = r∈loop α r . On the cylinder, N y is even thus N y /2 is an integer. Depending on whether it is even/odd, the ground state is in the W l = −1/1 sector. In this case, similarly to the toric code, the zero flux sector splits in energy and the true finite-size ground state has only a 2
Ny−1 -fold degeneracy, separated by a gap from the other zero flux states. This gap scales exponentially/in a powerlaw fashion with N y in the gapped/gapless phase of the Kitaev model. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 by numerically diagonalizing Eq. (4) in the zero flux sector and calculating the ground state of the matter fermions for the two distinct W l = ±1 configurations. We have also confirmed the 2 Ny−1 ground state degeneracy of the zero flux sector by numerical diagonalization of Eq. (1) up to 20 spins on small cylinders, similarly to Ref. 23 , as shown in Fig. 4 .
Each gauge field configuration in the zero flux ground state is uniquely represented by its wavefunction |u . Therefore, a total ground state wavefunction, including both the matter and gauge fields, is a Schrödinger-cat state consisting of an equal weight superposition of all the 2 Ny−1 gauge field configurations in the ground state of the zero flux sector. This state is fully symmetric, and in particular, all symmetries of the spin correlation functions are restored 23 . This symmetric configuration is written as
with |φ(u) a matter fermion wavefunction on the background of the u gauge configuration, which is that of a BCS superconductor 6, 21 , and
The sum includes only those 2
Ny−1 gauge configuration which are dictated by the parity of N y /2. This is the minimal entropy state 26 , which knows about the Z 2 spin liquidness of the Kitaev model, as we demonstrate below.
We note and show below that both the gapped and gapless ground-states in the Kitaev model possess topologically ordered wavefunctions, signaled by the nonzero topological entanglement entropy. However, only the gapped Kitaev Hamiltonian (rather than the gapless Kitaev Hamiltonian) has a well-defined topological order. 
IV. CUTTING THE CYLINDER INTO TWO
With the above symmetric ground state wavefunction without redundant degrees of freedom at our disposal, we can extract its entanglement properties relatively straightforwardly. The conventional way of characterizing the topological properties of the system is the take an infinite cylinder 15, 16 (or at least N x ≫ N y ) with both gauge and matter degrees of freedom, partition it into two identical regions (A and B) by cutting it into two identical corner-free half cylinders and trace out all (matter and gauge) degrees of freedom in the B part. This is achieved to yield
where the v gauge fields reside only on half of the cylinder and ρ = |Ψ Ψ| is the ground state density matrix. It satisfies the same constraint as in Eq. (7), namely only the W l = 1 or −1 configurations are considered from the zero flux sector. While the gauge field contribution is already diagonal, the matter fermion part, ρ m A (v) in general is not, and it carries all the information about the matter fermionic band structure, non-local correlation and possibly Abelian vs. non-Abelian phases 17 . Due to the specific form of Eq. (8), its entanglement entropy factorizes 28 as
where S m is the entanglement entropy from ρ m A (v), while the second expression stems solely from the gauge fields. It contains the topological entanglement entropy, S topo = − ln 2, as expected also from the toric code 26, 29 . Our calculation represents one of the rare instances when this contribution can be obtained using elementary analytical steps.
V. ENTANGLEMENT BETWEEN GAUGE AND MATTER
Since the physical spin fractionalizes into gauge and matter fermions, evidenced by Eq. (3), it is an interesting question to ask how these two sectors are entangled with respect to each other. Naively, since the ground state occupies the zero flux sector, one could think that there is no entanglement between these two components. However, from the ground state density matrix, the matter fermions are traced out, and the reduced density matrix of the gauge field is obtained as
being completely diagonal. From this, the reduced density matrix of the gauge field has 2 Ny−1 degenerate eigenvalues, having the value of 2 1−Ny . The Rényi entropy, calculated from S α = 1 1−α ln Trρ α g with α a positive number, is obtained as (N y − 1) ln 2, independent of α. Note that, since the matter field has already been traced out, this is the total entropy without any other non-universal term, depending on the specific couplings on the lattice. Interestingly, it has the very same structure as expected for the topological entanglement entropy on a cylinder 12, 13, 15, 16, 30 , being proportional to the circumference, and having a − ln 2 constant value, as expected for minimal entropy states 26 . Eq. (10) allows us to construct the corresponding entanglement Hamiltonian, H E , whose density matrix at an entanglement temperature T E = 1 is exactly ρ g . From the gauge variables in each row, a collective spin operator is built as S z j = r∈jth row α r . Its two extreme eigenvalues correspond to all α r being 1 or −1 in the jth row. These are the only states which live in the zero flux sector. By projecting onto them, an effective two-level system, τ z j , is defined in each row. These are then used to construct the entanglement Hamiltonian as
with λ → ±∞. The sign is chosen to ensure that the proper half of the zero flux manifold is retained from the 2 Ny possibilities, as dictated by the parity of N y /2. Then, taking exp(−H E ) and normalizing it with the partition function yields directly ρ g .
We discuss the universality 31 of the gauge entanglement Hamiltonian by varying the entanglement temperature. One can think of ρ g as taking the thermal density matrix of H E at a fictitious entanglement temperature, T E = 1, i.e. ρ g ∼ exp(−H E /T E ). The entanglement temperature dependence of various quantities can be investigated by considering arbitrary T E 's. Due to the |λ| → ∞ condition, the entanglement temperature drops out completely from ρ g and its entropy is constant, (N y − 1) ln 2, for all entanglement temperature. This is in sharp contrast to the finite temperature behaviour of the parent Hamiltonian 32 , Eq. (1), where even for a frozen gauge field configuration, the mobile matter fermions contribute significantly to the temperature dependence of the entropy and other observables.
VI. TOPOLOGICAL ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY IN THE GAUGE SECTOR?
The topological entanglement entropy, which is sensitive to the quantum dimension of the underlying model, can be determined by partitioning an infinite cylinder into two. However, from a numerical perspective, it suffers from the drawback that it contains non-universal terms as well which can be eliminated by finite size scaling in the circumference of the cylinder. However, other, more elaborate methods to extract directly this topological information are famously available 12, 13 . By carefully partitioning the system and adding/subtracting the various entanglement contributions, one ends up only with the topological entanglement entropy, without additional non-universal terms. This requires, for the present case, to consider the spatially reduced density matrix, containing both matter and gauge degrees of freedom. Here we investigate this statement and evaluate the (topological) entanglement entropy from only the reduced density matrix of the gauge sector, Eq. (10). In order to do so, the various partitions are required to be larger than the correlation length in the system. However, the reduced density matrix of the gauge sector contains inherently long range correlations from tracing out the matter fields: knowing the value of the gauge field on a given z-bond immediately fixes all z-bond values in a given row, thus in some sense, infinitely long range entanglement sets in. Thus, no region is large enough compared to the correlation length in the reduced density matrix. Nevertheless, as we argue, as long as we consider partitions without disconnected rows, the topological entanglement entropy is obtained correctly.
Let us warm up with the entanglement of a minimal gauge "bit", a single gauge Majorana fermion (i.e. either B f or B e ) with the rest. Since α r = iB f B e is a constant of motion, one in practice needs to focus only on this reduced Hilbert space. By doubling this local Hilbert space artificially without introducing any coupling between the two copies, we consider the effective Hamiltonian
with the B ′ ancilla Majoranas. The entanglement entropy between the e and f Majoranas is obtained 19 after tracing out the e Majoranas as S = ln 2. Since it comes from partitioning two independent Majorana pairs into single Majoranas, we conclude that the contribution of cutting a single Majorana pair into two Majoranas gives
This agrees with what is expected from the thermodynamical degeneracy of a single Majorana mode 23 . From this, it follows that a minimal gauge degree of freedom is maximally entangled with the rest of the system. This entanglement entropy also describes the entanglement between the two Majorana modes at the ends of a one dimensional topological superconductor 5 . The entanglement entropy from the gauge fields of a given spatial region is determined by following the rules: a) each row with at least one full z-bond in a given partition contributes with ln 2.
b) each broken z-bond contributes with a single Majorana and gives 1 2 ln 2 to the entropy (in accord with our discussion below Eq. (12)). c) the x and y bonds do not contribute explicitly to the entanglement.
By following these steps, we evaluate the topological contribution to the entanglement entropy using the Kitaev-Preskill construction, shown in Fig. 5 . The entanglement entropy of the various partitions is evaluated as
Putting this together, we get
This agrees with what is expected from the quantum dimension 6,15,17 , D = 2 of the Kitaev model, namely that S topo = − ln D.
Among these, rule a) and b) are sensitive to the spatial extension of the partition in the y and x directions, respectively, therefore an area-law 14 applies also for the gauge field entanglement. While rule a) stems from the long range entanglement in Eq. (11) and is also responsible for the topological entanglement entropy, b) is irrelevant for the topology and is only needed to account properly for the entanglement entropy of a given partition. For example, by halving region A vertically in Fig.  5 , two broken z-bonds are lost, one from the top and one from the bottom following rule b). This reduces only the entanglement entropies, containing partition A, by ln 2. Since A appears in four partitions, these entropy changes compensate each other.
Other partitions work equally well as long as no disconnected rows appear, the boundaries do not even need to be parallel with the bonds. We can also treat the case of partitioning the reduced density matrix of the gauge sector on the cylinder into two identical half-cylinders by cutting it into two in the middle. In this case, all N y bonds are affected at the boundary and there are no broken z-bonds, so rule a) would naively give N y ln 2 entanglement. However, due to the constraint that only W L = 1 or −1 makes the ground state sector, we end up with (N y − 1) ln 2 entropy. This contains the topological as well as the area part, but is free from non-universal terms.
Another construction, proposed by Levin and Wen
12
naturally uses partitions with disconnected boundaries, therefore disconnected rows appear in certain partitions, which inevitably violate to condition of considering regions larger than the correlation length. We stress that by using this construction, we usually get integer multiples of ln 2, depending on the partitions and not zero for the topological entanglement entropy. This results from the fact that the gauge entanglement Hamiltonian, Eq. (11), yields infinitely long range correlations, thus no partition satisfies the condition of being large compared to the correlation length. This proves vital when disconnected regions are considered. We speculate that the Kitaev-Preskill construction could be useful to extract topological information numerically for other systems 15, 16 even for partition smaller than the correlation length, similarly to our case.
VII. SUMMARY
We have investigated the entanglement properties of Kitaev's honeycomb model (more precisely, the equivalent brick wall lattice) on a cylinder by focusing on the gauge field contribution. By using a Jordan-Wigner mapping to fermions without redundant degrees of freedom, the ground state wavefunction as a minimal entropy state was constructed without any need for projection into the physical Hilbert space. After partitioning it into two identical half cylinders, its entanglement entropy satisfies the "sum rule" that the contributions from the matter and gauge sector are additive 28 . The gauge entanglement entropy is (N y − 1) ln 2 with N y the circumference of the cylinder, and the − ln 2 is identified as the topological entanglement entropy of a Z 2 spin liquid 15, 16 . The reduced density matrix of the gauge sector from the minimal entropy state is obtained after tracing out the matter degrees of freedom. It assumes a diagonal form with all 2
Ny−1 eigenvalues being equal to 2 1−Ny , consequently all gauge-matter Rényi entropies are S α = (N y − 1) ln 2. The gauge entanglement Hamiltonian contains infinitely long range correlations along the symmetry axis of the cylinder. The basic rules for calculating the gauge field entanglement entropy are determined. We demonstrated that even small partitionà la Kitaev and Preskill provide the right topological entanglement entropy in spite of long range correlations in the entanglement Hamiltonian.
